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Entertainment |
“Jigsaw” Review

The eighth “Saw” film
is a surprisingly-entertaining addition to the
gorey franchise.
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Parkland |

Custodial Staﬀ
Parkland’s custodians
talk about the joys
and hardships of their
jobs.
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HUMANS
Don Lake

Photo provided by
Don Lake
emmaGRAY | Editor
Don Lake, originally
from Wichita, Kan.,
is a retired professor
and program director
of Parkland’s art and
design program. He
is also a professional
watercolor painter.
Lake received his
Bachelor of Fine Arts
and his Master of Fine
Arts from Wichita State
University before coming to Parkland to start
his career in teaching.
“Parkland was in its
infancy in 1970 when I
arrived,” he said. “We
had no campus yet,
and our offices and
classrooms were scattered around downtown
Champaign.”
Lake says he had the
opportunity to build
a program from the
ground up, allowing
SEE HUMANS PAGE 6

Parkland days from ﬁrst

original Shakespeare production
gregGANCARZ | Editor
Parkland will be performing its first original
Shakespeare
production this month, with the
opening night of “Much
Ado About Nothing”
scheduled for Nov. 9.
Although
Parkland
has put on many Shakespeare
adaptations
in the past, this is the
first production to fully
adhere to the original
script and dialogue.
According to the
Parkland
Theatre’s
website, the play is
“one of Shakespeare’s
most beloved comedies. ‘Much Ado About
Nothing’ deftly combines humor with wit

and insight. Rich characterizations and relationships entertain, mistaken identities delight,
political deceit and misguided honor nearly
thwart the good, and
love, in the end, conquers all.”
Director B.J. Gailey, who both acted and
directed
professionally before pursuing
a career in education,
said that he was completely confident that
everything would be
ready for opening night
at the time of the interview in late October.
“We’ve
been
in
rehearsals for about
three weeks now,” he
said. “We have about two

more left. Of course, the
design crew and production crew have been
working on it much longer than that. The set
at this point is about 98
percent complete. It’s
very close.”
Gailey said it’s been
about four or five years
since he’s directed so
he’s glad to be involved
again. Overall, there
are around two dozen
people working to make
the production a reality
according to Gailey.
“We have 17 actors
in the cast. In terms
of students and volunteers who have been
helping build, helping
with lights, upwards of
20. We have a lighting

designer, we have a scenic designer, costume
designer, a lot of hands
working together,” Gailey said.
Two of these hands
belong to Chelsea Zych,
who plays the role of
Beatrice, one of the
comedy’s main characters. According to Zych,
Beatrice serves as “a
source of merriment
and wit in the show, and
a foil for Benedick.”
“Ours is one of two
romances in the plot,
and it’s in many ways
a precursor to the ‘you
annoy me so much we
must be in love’ [trope]
that’s so common now in
romantic comedies.”
Zych did her graduate

studies in Shakespeare
and the play has long
been one of her favorites.
“I’ve wanted to play
Beatrice for ages. To be
able to do the show with
a very talented cast and
a great director and
in my favorite theater
space; that’s a fantastic
bonus,” she said.
While the play’s setting is altered—being
set in 1946 instead of
Elizabethan
times—
the text is the original.
According to Gailey,
Parkland decided it was
time to attempt Shakespeare with an unaltered script.
SEE DAYS PAGE 6

Wesley Food Pantry a

resource for those with food needs
derianSILVA | Staﬀ Writer
The Wesley Food Pantry is a food assistance
service that is available
to students and members of the community.
“The aim of the Wesley pantry is to provide our students and
the
community—it’s
open to both students
and community—with
food,” says Marietta
Turner, dean of students
at Parkland.
The American Association of Community
College found through a
recent study that it is a
larger issue than people
realized—one in seven
students’ is food insufficient.
“…Champaign Coun-
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Photo by tomWARNER | Prospectus News
Pictured is the Wesley Food Pantry’s distribution center on Parkland’s campus
in room M138. The Wesley Food Pantry is supported by Parkland and oﬀers
relief to students who need food.
ty alone has one in five
children who are food
insufficient,”
Turner

said. “We’re trying to
figure out—what can we
do?” Turner said. Turner

Fact or Fiction
There is jewelry made entirely out of car paint.

ANSWER ON PAGE 5

says a student’s situation outside of college
can greatly impact their

academic performance,
and that the college
wants to help “to supply
them with a safety net”
with the pantry.
In 2008, Turner says
she noticed that there
were a sizable number
of students who were
stealing because they
were trying to make
money for food. So, she
decided to try and help
students by bringing the
Wesley Food Pantry to
Parkland.
“The idea here is,
‘let’s see what we can do
to support the student,’”
said Turner “You could
save a couple hundred
dollars a month on your
food bill.”
SEE FOOD PAGE 6
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ENTERTAINMENT

“Jigsaw” eighth installment
in years-dead “Saw” franchise
alexDAVIDSON | Staﬀ Writer
“Jigsaw” is the eighth movie in the
“Saw” franchise. The seventh film,
“Saw 3D,” came out in 2010, and fan
reception of the film was terrible,
thereby sealing the fate of a series
already on the chopping block after
the lackluster box office gross of “Saw
VI.”
So, the question everybody has
about “Jigsaw:” is it a good “Saw”
movie?
First, it’s important to come to
terms with one thing: this is not a
good movie. It’s a “Saw,” and those
are always trashy, grungy, B-movie
affairs. The acting is bad, the gore is
over-the-top, and the plot is ridiculous
at best—and an afterthought at worst.
However, that’s not what’s important.
“Saw” movies have never been
about artistically-sound filmmaking;
they’ve never been about innovation,
and they’ve never been about slicing
through to the director’s hidden talent. They’re just a series of fun, popcorn gore fests, made specifically for
people who want to watch a fun, popcorn gore fest.
In making “Jigsaw,” the directors,
the Spierig brothers, aimed to rejuvenate the corpse that was the “Saw”
franchise. Rather than focus on the
increasingly-convoluted plot put forth
in the previous sequels, and attempt to
emulate the direction and cinematography of the first (as all the others in
the series had, to mixed results), they
decided to make this one their own.
In doing so, they did away with
many of the things that had found
their way into the sequels, such as the
sped-up camera spinning and weird
sound effects right before somebody dies. There are a few things that
eagle-eyed fans of the series might
notice are missing, but nobody should
be too disappointed.
The plot is pretty much the same as
the others. A group of people are kidnapped and put into ridiculous torture
games that they have to find their way
out of, while incompetent police try
to figure out what’s going on. There
are a few twists to it, which will definitely have audiences up-to-date on
the series somewhat surprised, but
overall, it’s mostly similar to the others, and that’s a good thing.

Image provided by Goodrich Savoy 16 IMAX
Trying to completely reinvent the
wheel when there’s already a triedand-true formula is a risk that nobody
wants to take. Trying something completely different, and falling well
under the bar of audience expectations, would have been the final knife
in the throat of a dying franchise.
Instead, they chose to use the old,
proven formula, and it works, creating a similar feel to the original movies, while also bringing some new
things to the table in terms of cinema-

tography and directing.
The acting, surprisingly for a
“Saw,” wasn’t terrible—it certainly
wasn’t good, mind you, but it was better than any of the others.
The five people in Jigsaw’s latest
game know how to act terrified, the
most important part of any “Saw”
movie. As it goes on, and the motives
behind this game become clear and
the investigators also get a chance to
put their skills on display.
While everyone in the movie could

have been better, they certainly
played their parts better than the
actors in some of the others.
The most important part of any
“Saw,” though, is the traps. From the
simplicity of the iconic bathroom, to
the ridiculous complexity of the shotgun carousel, the traps are what draw
most moviegoers to see “Saw.”
Again, this is a place where things
could have gone very bad, and ended
the series in one jaw-rip. Luckily, the
traps in this one are some of the more
interesting from the series. Some are
simple, some are complex, but every
time somebody dies in one, it feels
earned. The gore is no longer hot-pink
paint as in the last one, and it’s also
not overused either. There are some
scenes where it’s a bit over-the-top,
but considering how ridiculous it got
in the latter sequels, “Jigsaw” actually tones it down a lot.
One nice thing the film did was use
a lot of practical effects.
Since it’s 2017, computers are overused in a lot of productions. It may
have been tempting for the directors
to throw in computer-generated imagery all over the place, but instead they
went back to basics, going for practical effects rather than bad graphics.
The only place where they used CGI
was in a specific trap where there
really wasn’t any other way to do it.
The CGI is also only on-screen for a
second, so it’s not noticeable unless
audience members are specifically
keeping an eye out for it.
While this “Saw” installment doesn’t
reinvent the reverse bear trap, it does
bring some interesting deaths to the
table, and the gore is much better than
in the last one and not overused.
Its plot is relatively paint-by-thenumbers, but that doesn’t make it any
less entertaining than the others, and
since it didn’t get trapped in the maze
of razor-wire that is the plot of the previous series of films, it’s surprisingly
digestible.
It certainly won’t win any new
fans over, but it will occupy those
followers of Jigsaw who have been
there from the beginning. It’s a classic “Saw” movie, made seven years
after the series was supposed to have
ended, and to be honest, I’m up for
more sequels.

Smartphone app helps
bring focus to classrooms

davidSAVEANU | Staﬀ Writer

A smartphone app called Pocket
Points has recently been gaining
attention among college students.
Pocket Points is an app developed
in 2014 to help students stay off their
phones during class by awarding
them points they can cash in at local
businesses in exchange for discounts
and free items and services.
Mitch Gardner and Rob Richardson
developed the app. The idea struck
the developers, when sitting in class
and seeing their classmates with their
heads bowed down, paying attention
to their devices instead of the lesson.
“I knew there had to be some sort
of incentive to get kids to put their
phones away,” Richardson said.
Users must first create an account.
After creating the account, the app
asks permission to use the user’s location, so that it can track when students
are on campus or off of campus. The
app also asks for students’ school
information, but this will change
depending on the campus. Then,
while the app is running in the background, it measures the amount of
time students’ screens remain locked;
the more the student has their phone
locked, the more points they earn.
The website for Pocket Points welcomes new businesses to join their
large group and makes it easily accessible to both internet and local businesses.
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Over the course of a week, the
average user rate at Parkland was
9.2 students a day according to the
app. Tuesdays are double points, and
accordingly the number of users is
much higher in comparison to other
days.
Of 16 students in the ChampaignUrbana area that were surveyed
about the app, 50 percent have the app
but use it “not often.”
25 percent said they use it “1-2 times
a week,” and 25 percent said they use
it “all the time,” or “3-4 times a week.”
The surveyed students were asked
if they’ve made use of the incentives
awarded by the app, by using their
Pocket Points; two-thirds said that
they have. It seemed that students
would often forget to use pocket
points, even if they enjoyed the idea
of the app.
Some students said that they feel
that Pocket Points hasn’t proven
effective at helping them pay attention in class, listing reasons like still
being able to utilize laptops that keep
them equally distracted. Along with
this, students shared that the rewards
are “not that great of an incentive.”
Other students said they’ve found it
effective for studying outside of the
classroom because it kept them off of
social media.
There were also students who said
the incentives are what “they actually
want.”
“I think it encourages students to

stay off their phones during class,”
one anonymous user said. “In larger
classroom settings it’s so easy to use
your phone with no consequence, thus
making it that much easier to spend
the majority of class on social media
sites. I think Pocket Points was incentive for me to not get consumed with
my phone and to pay attention. It
made me realize I was reaching for
my phone out of habit and a lot more
than I needed to be.”
A majority of the students shared

that they loved the “free food” they
can get with their points.
The app has also proven to be beneficial to local businesses, bringing
traffic from both frequent customers and new customers, who come in
to cash their points, the app’s website
says.
For more information on Pocket
Points, visit their website at pocketpoints.com or search for it in the App
Store or the Google Play store.
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SPORTS

Cobras volleyball wins

against Sauk Valley on Oct. 27

Photo by tomWARNER | Prospectus News
Cobra player Leah Anderson prepares to pass the ball oﬀ to her teammate
Gabby Morrow.
Photo by tomWARNER | Prospectus News
Cobra players Fiapai Pai Willis (left) and Gillian Jones (right) go high to block
the oncoming ball.

Photo by tomWARNER | Prospectus News
Cobra player Gabby Morrow prepares to slam the ball back at her opponents.

Notice to Faculty and Students Regarding
Final Examinations – Fall Semester, 2017
A final exam is expected in each credit course at Parkland College. Final
exams for all full-semester, September-start, and October-start courses will
be given during final exam week – Monday, December 11 to Friday, December 15, 2017 – according to the official published schedule. These final exams
are not to be given early (during regular class periods). Final exams for all
other courses (courses with earlier end dates) will be given at the last regularly scheduled class meeting.
All requests from faculty to alter scheduled final exam times or dates must
be reviewed and approved by the Department Chair, Division Dean, and the
Vice President for Academic Services.
In courses where a final exam is not appropriate, as determined by the
Department Chair, an educational alternative scheduled during the week of
final exams is expected.
Students: These official College guidelines were established to more fully
ensure that you receive the full set of instructional class periods for which
you paid and to which you are entitled and that you have the appropriate
amount of time to prepare adequately for your final exams. If your final exam
is given earlier than scheduled, please contact the Department Chair or Division Dean. You may access an online copy of the final exam schedule on the
student portal or my.Parkland.edu
Three final exams scheduled on the same day may be considered a conflict.
Conflicts may be resolved by arrangement with the faculty of these courses.
Questions or concerns about these guidelines should be directed to the
Department Chair or Division Dean.
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Division of Arts and Sciences
Dean: Room X-220; 217/353-2181

- Fine & Applied Arts Department Chair:
- Humanities Department Chair:
- Mathematics Department Chair:
- Natural Sciences Department Chair:
- Social Sciences Department Chair:

Room C121; 217/351-2402
Room C122; 217/351-2582
Room X211; 217/351-2273
Room X210; 217/351-2280
Room D178; 217/351-2385

Division of Career and Technical Education
Dean: Room M-123; 217/353-2182
Agriculture/Engineering Science &
Technologies Department Chair:
Business/Computer Science &
Technologies Department Chair:
Institute of Aviation Chief Pilot:

Room T-102; 217/351-2290
Room B-116; 217/353-2351
Willard Airport; 217/244-8687

Division of Health Professions
Dean: vacant
Health Professions Department Chair:

Division of Learning Support
Dean: Room D-108; 217/351-2524

Center for Academic Success Director:

Room L-122; 217/353-2468

Room D-120; 217/351-2431
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GAMES & PUZZLES

ACROSS
1,27 Wry, pithy, funny comic TV series, long running, viewer foolishly misses (5,7,6,6)
9 On the radio woman’s one of 1 27 (5)
10 Document proving 2’s right - it is in Deleted folder? (5,4)
11 A hint of thyme added to recipe in Spanish province for ﬂavouring (8)
12 Could be cottage hospital going for novice member of 1 27 (6)
13 I married heartthrob, making a sudden decision (7)
16 Article, one about current consisting chieﬂy of negatively charged particles (7)
18 Spike Milligan, almost one of 1 27 (7)
19 Germany overrides embargo in one country or another (7)
20 Yob is questioned, somewhat in the soup (6)
21 After revolutionary massage I am in high spirits (8)
25 Agreed with the chaps sport ultimately gives satisfaction (9)
26 One of 1 27 goin’ ashen (5)
27 See 1

SUDOKU

DOWN
2 One has to admit English rock’s topping (5)
3 Electronic equipment going over 50 amps produces a measure of magnetic ﬂux (5)
4 Crude and unreﬁned muppet half-heartedly takes part (9)
5 M. Hulot’s creator sounds scruﬀy (4)
6 Above telling too many ﬁbs? (9)
7 Seller of illegal liquor provides woman with booze around Tyneside (9)
8 Lazy member of 1 27 (4)
9 Note time can run out (7)
14 So Phil has to eat up? (6,3)
15 Not hurrying to oﬀer wreath, for certain (9)
16 Lacking interest in a way quote reﬂected (9)
17 Two blokes or one from 1 27 (7)
20 Knot tied, we’re told, with loved one (4)
22 Onset of puberty leaves Jack relatively mature (5)
23 Island group that’s beautiful to the French (5)
24 College oﬃcial is active in private oﬃce (4)

Answers from last week

FREAKY
FRESH!
FREAKY
FAST!
™

WE DELIVER!
VISIT JIMMYJOHNS.COM
TO FIND A LOCATION NEAR YOU
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PARKLAND

PC’s custodial staff talk

joys, hardships of job
annaWATSON | Staﬀ Writer

separate from his custodial work.
“I do like Parkland
because I am not micromanaged and I have no
one looking over my
shoulder,” Walker said.
Albert Like works as
a custodian too, and for
his work he tries to give
more than a clean area.
“At a community college, we should all be
a community and you
shouldn’t be scared to
walk past me and smile,
because college is hard
for a young kid. So,
what we try to do if lift
you up and say ‘we’re
Photo by annaWATSON | Prospectus News
here,’” Like said.
Gary Smith has been a Parkland custodian for
Like said there are 10 years, and he says there are good and bad
a lot of ups-and-downs days that come with the job.
when it comes to the
“When people come to a community
relationships of students and faculty
college, it is supposed to be clean for
at Parkland.
“It’s where you come from,” Like the students and teachers. So everysaid. “Some people get you, and some one coming to work and school can
people don’t. It’s making a person feel enjoy their environment,” Smith said.
Smith said he takes pride in his
wanted.”
For Like, there is a lot to value in work. He works to maintain the Student Life area in the U-wing.
his job.
Melvin Richardson, 49, sees impor“The greatest feeling is when a student walks up and says, ‘hey, I got tance in being a ‘people’ person while
that A.’ It happens to us a lot, because working in a college environment.
“You can help students and they
we do put so much into the kids here.
That’s our jobs, not only as adults but can help you,” said Richardson, who
has been employed by Parkland as a
as parents.”
Gary Smith has been a custodian for custodian for nine years, “I have stu10 years. He said there are good days dents that come and talk to me. They
and bad, but he looks forward mostly will ask for advice or get something
to the students and atmosphere at off their chest.”
Richardson
understands
the
Parkland.

Twenty-nine names are listed on
Parkland’s website under custodial staff, not including maintenance
repair workers or groundskeepers. Of
these custodians, five shared the ups
and downs of their job.
Brian Walker, 59, is a retired chemist and is full-time Parkland custodian who cleans the cafeteria in the
U-wing.
He started working for Parkland
because the job offered health coverage he needed to open his own
information technology practice, but
Walker said there is some regret in it
all.
“So many people question me or
my background because I am a custodian,” Walker said, “People tend to
judge a book by its cover, so to speak.”
He said that’s why keeps a file of
his academic transcripts on his cell
phone.
Walker has an undergraduate
degree in chemistry from Hampton
University in Virginia. He attended
graduate school at the University of
Miami for two years, taught a class
at the University of Illinois, worked
three years as a lab engineer for Caterpillar in Morton, Ill., six years as a
chemist for Combe Laboratories in
Rantoul, Ill., and attended Parkland
between the years 2000–2010 taking a
total of 21 computer courses.
If Walker overhears a student mispronounce a chemical while doing his
job he wants to help them pronounce
it correctly. He said most students are
very appreciative, but he respects the
requirement to keep his profession

Photo by annaWATSON | Prospectus
News
Steven Bradly, Jr., Parkland
custodian, said Parkland is a fair,
equal workspace.
amount of pressure students feel.
“Some students are far away from
home, so I try to show them a home
here,” Richardson said.
Steven Bradly, Jr., another Parkland custodian, also explained how
working in a college environment can
offer appeal.
“It is pretty exciting, it keeps you
on your toes because you never know
what to expect working with students
and all,” Bradly said.
Also, he said Parkland is a fair,
equal work workspace.
“You get a fair chance here even if
you mess up,” Bradly said. “as long as
you do [your] job, show up, and everything is clean.”

Courage Connection raises

awareness for domestic violence
evyjoCOMPTON | Staﬀ Writer

Courage Connection was in the Student Union on Oct. 24 from 11 a.m.–2
p.m. answering questions, providing resources, and discussing domestic violence-related topics with Parkland-goers.
Courage Connection is an organization that raises awareness for domestic violence. This organization also
helps victims and families in many
other ways including counseling,
court advocacy, and shelter.
“October is Domestic Violence
Awareness Month,” said Osajuli Cravens, who assisted Sara Whalen at the
Domestic Violence Awareness table.
“It is a national campaign to raise
awareness for domestic violence.
Courage Connection, an organization
built to help those affected by domestic violence, is here to raise awareness in accordance with this month’s
theme.”
There are many services provided
by Courage Connection to help the
survivors and their families overcome the lasting effects of domestic
violence. Every service that it provides is 100 percent free to the victims.
“Courage Connection does more
than just raise awareness,” said Sara
Whalen, a Courage Connection counselor. “We offer counseling for the
victims as well as the family. We also
offer shelter. This includes a 45-day
emergency stay, and even a one year
transitional period.”

Photo by evyjoCOMPTON | Prospectus News
Sara Whalen (left) and Osajuli Cravens (right) with Courage Connection
await students’ questions about domestic violence at an information
table set up in the Student Union on Oct. 24.
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“We also offer court advocacy,”
Whalen said. “If a victim wants to get
an order of protection, or needs help
with a court case, we will be there for
the victims to help them through the
court process.”
There is also a store for the public,
as well as the victims, to shop at.
“Courage Connection has a store
for the public, victims and families,”
Cravens said. “What is amazing about
our store is that we offer vouchers
for the victims to use. This means
that they can use these vouchers to
get clothes for themselves. They get
to pick out what they want instead of
having clothes handed to them. This
is something that not a lot of organizations do. It is located at the Lincoln

Square Mall here in Urbana.”
Along with the services provided,
Courage Connection hosts many
events bringing awareness to the public, and to help survivors and their
families. Two of the events hosted
this year in October are the Annual
Domestic Violence Awareness Month
Candlelight Vigil and the T-shirt Project.
“We have an event called the Annual
Domestic Violence Awareness Month
Candlelight Vigil,” Whalen said. “I am
not for sure on how many years this
has been happening, but it has been
around for a long while. This vigil
happens on the last Thursday of October every year. This year’s is on the
24th from 6–8 p.m. It is for the pub-

Fact or Fiction
FACT: An eco-friendly alternative to mined materials like gold
and diamonds, “Fordite,” baked, hardened paint scraped
from the skids on which cars are painted, can be used to
create colorful jewelry.

lic as well as the survivors. Survivors
will be there to tell their stories, and
help raise awareness in the public
about domestic violence.”
“We are also doing the T-shirt Project,” Cravens said. “Survivors and
their families came up with the idea.
Basically these T-shirts have mini
stories from survivors on the back.
These can be found hanging in the
X-wing here at Parkland, but they can
also be seen hanging in the Lincoln
Square Mall until the 31st of October.”
Courage Connection offers support
groups, one for survivors and one for
friends and family. The Domestic Violence Survivors support group is for
those who need support as they get
out of abusive situations, and move
out into the world on their own. The
friends and family support group is
there to teach the family and friends
of victims about how to help them
through the process.
There are two offices located in
Champaign County for domestic violence victims to go to for assistance.
“There is an office in Rantoul at
the Rantoul Community Center on
Wabash,” Whalen said. “This office
offers court advocacy as well as
counseling. The Champaign office is
located on Church Street, and offers
every service that I have mentioned;
advocacy, shelter, and counseling.”
For more information, those interested cam call the organization’s
24-hour hotline at 217-384-4390 or
877-384-4390, or visit their website at
courageconnection.org.
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CONT.

FROM PAGE 1

FOOD
Some students, however, see the
food negatively—as a handout—but
there exist opportunities for students
to volunteer, and while they are there,
they can take some food to take home.
“If you go on their website, they
need people to help unload trucks,
they need people to help stock the
shelves, they need people to take folks
shopping. If you do that you can grab
[yourself] some food while you’re at
it,” Turner said. “You do that a couple of times a month and you go to
the other pantry…and you’ve really
helped your food budget.”

FROM PAGE 1

DAYS
“While Parkland has done a lot of
adaptations of Shakespeare, we’ve
actually never done a full-fledged
Shakespearean
production.
We
wanted to take on that challenge this
year. We felt we had the talent and
the interest. It’s one of Shakespeare’s
most popular plays, probably his most
popular comedy or second most popular comedy, and so it fit well in the season,” Gailey said.
With putting on an original Shakespeare production comes the challenge of making the dialogue, which is
written in 16th century English prose,
comprehendible to modern ears. Zych
says it’s all about context.
“If Shakespeare was writing today,
his plays would be littered with pop

FROM PAGE 1

HUMANS
him to create a well-respected organization.
“I had the opportunity to start
something virtually from scratch and
to kind of build it to my own image,
along with my colleagues who all
shared that vision,” he said. “Together
we made something very substantial
and those who followed us have continued that commitment to a serious
and respected program.”
He says his biggest contribution
to Parkland though was the three
decades he spent as a dedicated
teacher to his students.
Lake says he became seriously
interested in art in high school when
a few teachers encouraged him.
“I was always interested in art and
drawing, but not in any serious way
until I got into high school and was
encourage[d] in that direction by a
couple of influential teachers.”
His chosen medium is watercolor,
which he uses to paint landscapes and
industrial scenes.
“I paint landscapes as a person who
has always lived on the plains and
prairies, and in that flat world, the big
sky is always the dominant part of our
field of view. The [glorious] and dramatic skies of this part of the world
were my first interest in landscape
painting. Later I became captivated
by a particular place in the Flint Hills
of Kansas where I owned some property and my love for that land became
my focus for several years, and it is
still much on my mind today,” he said.
Lake’s industrial scenes are

Wesley also assists students with
recipe cards, which helps them know
how to use the food that they acquire
at the pantry or give them new ideas
for recipes.
“Helping students understand how
to cook, how to use the food in the pantry, how do you make things that are
nutritious and are quick and handy,”
said Turner of the recipe cards.
The food options at the pantry are
varied; it’s not just quick pre-processed foods.
“In the summer we have apples and
bananas. I had to throw away a case of
bananas because people didn’t come
get them in time,” Turner said.
The main purpose of the pantry
at Parkland is to help students. It is
open year around, so students who

stick around during winter or summer also have access to it. Members
of the community as well have access
to the pantry.
It is easy to get food from the pantry, and very little is required.
“When they stop in they are going to
be asked, ‘Are you a Parkland student
or in a household with a Parkland student?’ and they ask for an ID,” Turner
said. “They do not ask for any type of
monetary requirements. The idea for
Wesley is that if someone is hungry
we will feed them.”
The only real limitations are quantities of certain food items, which
can be limited. Sometimes they have
more than food, such as household
cleaning supplies.
The pantry has helped students

earn their degree during rough times
as well.
“I had a student tell me, ‘I would not
have made it to [graduation] that last
semester.’ Her and her boyfriend had
broken up, she was out of a job and
struggling and had it not been for the
pantry [she] would not have been able
to concentrate,” Turner said.
Wesley Food Pantry provides
free food at Parkland every week
on Wednesdays from 11 a.m.–1 p.m.
and on the first and third Saturdays
of every month from 10 a.m.–12 p.m.
The pantry can found in room M138.
For more information about the
pantry, visit wesleypantry.org.

culture references and allusions to
major events in recent history. That’s
what’s in the plays now, we just don’t
recognize the source material as readily as his audience would have,” Zych
says.
“In ‘Much Ado’, there are references to Spanish novels, Greek and
Roman mythology, philosophy, and
in some cases, just words that have
changed their meanings in the last 400
years. […] It’s our job to convey that to
the audience in such a way that, even
if someone doesn’t understand every
single reference, they get enough to
know when we’re cracking a joke, or
insulting someone, or indulging in a
romantic moment,” she says.
Gailey would recommend people
come to the production because “it’s a
really funny play,” even to those who
were never big fans of Shakespeare in
school.
“Our goal here is to make it acces-

sible and to make it seem real. I think
if people come see this and they’re
like, ‘I’m not sure what I think about
Shakespeare,’ I think it will change
their mind. I think they will see it and
be like, ‘This is really fun and funny,
and these characters—they’re recognizable. They’re the same type of people we deal with today.’ The stories
are sort of timeless in that regard,”
Gailey said.
Zych recommends people come see
Parkland’s production because she
believes that anyone should take up
the chance to see a well-done Shakespeare play whenever possible.
“There’s a reason we’re still performing this stuff 400 years after it
was written. It’s beautiful, rich language and I defy you to listen to a
whole performance without falling
in love with a line or a turn of phrase.
Plus, the show is funny. It’s about love,
and mistaken identity, and casual vil-

lainy, and finding out you were completely wrong about everything, and
making an idiot of yourself for the
person you love. And, honestly, who
can’t relate to that?” Zych said.
“Much Ado About Nothing” will
have additional performances after
their opening night on Thurdsay, Nov.
9 at 7:30 p.m. at the same time on Friday and Saturday. Sunday, Nov. 12 will
also feature a matinée at 3 p.m.. The
production’s schedule will repeat the
following weekend starting on Thursday, Nov. 16 and ending on Nov. 19
with another 3 p.m. performance.
While opening night tickets will be
half price, all other performances will
go for $13 to students and seniors, $15
for adults, and $9 for youths. For large
groups of 20 people or more, tickets
will be discounted to $11 each.

inspired by
time he spent
working
in
a press shop
while in graduate school.
“Nobody
else was seriously painting that subject area and
I
became
known
largely
for
that part of
my work,” he
Photo provided by Don Lake | Fine and Applied Arts
said. “It led to “Summer Evening,” a water color painting by Don Lake
a number of from 2002, currently displayed in the D-wing.
commissions
that provided
access
to
those places,
which
are
notoriously
hard to get
inside.”
Companies
were initially
wary of Lake
being inside
their factories,
often
having someone accompany him to
Photo provided by Don Lake | Fine and Applied Arts
make sure he “Shady Lane,” a water color painting by Don Lake from
did not photo- 2002, currently displayed in the D-wing.
graph things
they did not want to be seen, but he poweringly loud, dark but with flashes
says the companies warmed up to him of light and fire, full of complicated
once it became clear that his only pur- and textured forms all around, filled
pose was to celebrate their factories with distinctive smells, and visually
chaotic in terms of constant motion.
in the form of paintings.
“I find places like steel mills, [found- Sometimes one sees humans and
ries], forging plants to be nearly over- operators, but these places are dark

and often cold in winter, broiling hot
in summer and sometimes considerable time passes between seeing a
human being in there,” he said.
“These big smokestack factories were the backbone of American
industry for many decades and they
provided jobs and wealth to our cities and civic institutions. Most are
now quiet relics of a past that is long
gone and they are a kind of latter day
‘ruins’ of that time.”
After retiring from Parkland, Lake
has remained active as a painter,
showing his art regularly and occasionally teaching workshops. He is
also an adjunct faculty member at
Eastern Illinois University’s graduate college.
In his free time Lake and his wife
enjoy traveling around the country in
their travel trailer, which is featured
in several of his paintings.
“My wife and I go on extended
camping trips in our Airstream travel
trailer to interesting places around
the country, and we have traveled
to Italy and the Canadian Maritimes
recently. Time moves by more and
more quickly as you get older. There
is never enough of it to do all the
things you would like to do,” he says.
Lake also has a fine arts scholarship
named after him, called the Don Lake
Art Scholarship, and recently won the
2017 lifetime achievement Art Culture Education award from 40 North
for his devotion to his students and his
mastery of watercolors.
Lake’s work can be seen in Parkland’s D-wing all along the long hallway by D120 and on his website at
donlakeart.com.
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